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S U M M A R Y

A seasoned Frontend Developer Specialist with 5++ years of experience is a highly skilled professional who specializes in 
creating and maintaining the user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) of web applications.

I have a strong track record of leadership and technical expertise, making ability is a key contributor to development teams. 
With proficiency in front-end technologies such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and various modern frameworks (e.g., React, 
Angular, Vue.js), strong in a crucial role in designing responsive and visually appealing web interfaces.

My responsibilities include mentoring junior developers, collaborating with designers and backend developers, optimizing web 
performance, ensuring cross-browser compatibility, and staying up-to-date with the latest industry trends and best practices, 
experience is well-equipped to lead complex frontend projects and deliver high-quality user-centric solutions.

E X P E R I E N C E

01/2022 - PresentLead Frontend Developer 
PT Sahabat Bisnis Inovasi ( Investree Group ) 
Key Qualification & Responsibilty : 

Helped other team members to solve technical issues in frontend related project. 
Assisted in onboarding of new hires in the frontend engineering teams. 
Served as the main point of contact on all matters related to frontend engineering. 
Create technical documentation for each project that will be created, then make contributions together with other team 
members because our culture is about writing. 

Key Achievement : 

Team Development : Nurtured the professional growth of team members through regular performance evaluations, training 
programs, and skill development initiatives. 
User‑Centric Design : Collaborated closely with UX/UI designers to create visually appealing and intuitive interfaces, 
resulting in a 45% increase in user engagement and satisfaction. 
Continuous Integration/Deployment (CI/CD) : Implemented CI/CD pipelines that automated testing and deployment 
processes, reducing release cycles by 85% and increasing code quality. 
Code Reviews : Conduct regular code reviews to ensure code quality, adherence to coding standards, and knowledge 
sharing within the team. 

12/2021 - 12/2022Sr. Frontend Developer 
PT Sahabat Bisnis Inovasi ( Investree Group ) 
Key Qualification & Responsibilty : 

Developed pixel‑perfect frontend components using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 
Implemented modern frontend user experience features and responsive layouts. 
Improved the reliability and performance of existing web pages by optimizing the frontend code. 

Key Achievement : 

Delivery development speed 80% with a concept design framework prof of concept ( POC ) can be reused to create 
company project requirements. 
Concept component organism and making blueprint of the frontend project's ( Nuxt, Angular ). 
Improve quality code ( Refactoring ) and reusable component structure in angular, vue project's. 
Reduce Angular bundle size using AOT configuration 30% increase performance speed. 
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10/2018 - 12/2021Frontend Developer 
Pricebook Co.Ltd 
Key Qualification & Responsibilty : 

Create a new platfrom Progressive Web Aplication (PWA) Marzoom & Mitra Pricebook for merchant's. 
Develop legacy technology AMP and create new feature for some requirement. 
Develop Legacy application and solved bug and improvement features for Pricebook Platform. 
Implement new way standart from CSS prepocessor for styling in javascript with JSS ( Javascript Style Sheet's ). 

Key Achievement : 

Refactoring code frontend using code spliting methodology, enhance task runner gulp and webpack module bundler 
optimization. 
Refactoring style from native css ( Unorganized code to modularity, flexibility maintenance reduce increase development 
speed frontend 30% ). 

03/2017 - 07/2018Jr. Frontend Developer 
Amtek Lab 
Key Qualifications & Responsibilities 

Create Dashboard aplication ERP KIOSK human health care systems. 
Responsible for making the web using markup languages   like HTML, for creating pages easy to use web. 
Collaborate with developer and back end web designers to improve usability and integrate API. 
Colaborate with UI / UX dev quality mockups and prototypes. 

E D U C A T I O N

07/2011 - 09/2017Information Systems 
University Of Technology Yogyakarta - Diploma Degree of Computer Science GPA ( 2,79 ) 

C E R T I F I C A T E S

01/2014 - PresentResponsive Web Design in Magento 2 
Adobe Commerce 

S K I L L S

Agile Methodology Advanced

Teamwork and Collaboration Advanced

Continuous Improvement 
Strategies Intermediate

Web Applications Expert

Collaborative Environments Advanced

Angular Advanced

React Advanced

Vue Intermediate

Cross Browser Compatibility Intermediate

Unit Test Intermediate

JSS ( Styled Component ). Intermediate

CSS Prepocessor Advanced

Docker Intermediate

L A N G U A G E S

English Basic Bahasa Indonesia Native
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